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Action Literacy Series

ACTION Classroom Resources is an excellent range of literacy and numeracy resources consisting of
three complementary resources; stimulus books, teacher guide and workbooks. This highly successful
and engaging set of books uses inquiry learning through action based tasks and takes a structured
approach to teaching literacy and numeracy. Interesting topics that are age appropriate provide a basis
for students to develop skills and strategies using a cross curricular approach. The teacher guide details
the content of each learning unit and provides clear and concise instructions on each learning strand.

Action Literacy Middle Primary
Action Literacy takes a structured approach to teaching literacy in
the classroom. It incorporates direct instruction, strategy
instruction, and inquiry learning through action-based tasks. As such
Action Literacy can be said to take a ‘balanced approach’ to the
teaching of literacy, with students given the opportunity to build on
the skills and strategies.
While focusing on the basics of literacy, Action Literacy takes a
broad, cross-curricular approach that brings together interrelated areas of the curriculum, helping to
make learning purposeful and meaningful. Action Literacy is a rich set of everyday classroom resources
that model a balanced approach to teaching and learning. The Scope and sequence charts in the Teacher
Guide detail the content of each learning unit, allowing teachers to choose an individual unit or
sequence of units that fits with their teaching and learning needs.
Action Literacy is made up of three complementary resources:




stimulus books
Teacher Guide
Student Workbook

Action Literacy stimulus books
The Action Literacy stimulus books are rich, interesting and fun! Students should be encouraged to read
the books for enjoyment and interest and not just as a ‘learning task’. Sets of the books can be kept on
the classroom reading shelves or in the library with other books and reading resources.
Apart from reading for enjoyment, the Action Literacy stimulus books can be used by teachers for many
different kinds of activities, not just the teaching and learning units described in the Action Literacy
Teacher Guide.
Action Literacy Teacher Guide
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The Teacher Guide contains a unit of learning for each of the stimulus books. Each unit of learning
contains:







a summary page with a description of the learning focus, text types and cross-curricular links
an activity to set the scene and a suggested way to approach the initial reading of the book
three detailed lesson plans that form the basis of the direct and strategy instruction
details of an action-based task that employs and extends the skills and strategies taught in the
lessons
a reproducible worksheet master to support the lessons or action-based task
a list of suggested assessment opportunities.

Action Literacy Student Workbook
The workbook contains activities for students to practise basic skills developed in the corresponding unit
of work from the Teacher Guide. These exercises are highlighted in the Primary Teacher Guide with the
icon for easy cross reference. Each double page spread includes an explanation of an aspect of literacy
and exercises to develop specific skills. The Student Workbook can be used as an integrated part of the
Action Literacy materials or separately as a literacy skills builder.
Action Literacy Animal Adaptations:
Age range: Middle Primary
ACER Press
Price: ฿ 295
A stimulus book encouraging students to explore with questions about animals
in a way that fulfils the student’s natural need to learn while expanding their
skills. Answering questions such as what is useful about a kangaroo's big ears?
Students learn that animals have developed in ways that help them succeed in
their environments. Animal Adaptations looks at some of the special features
and behaviours that help animals survive while increasing target literacy skills in
a structured way.
Action Literacy Needing to Belong
Age range: Middle Primary
ACER Press
Price: ฿ 295
Another stimulus book, this time using an inquiry approach to a social topic and
exploring the different groups that make up a community; some groups, like our
family, we've belonged to all our life. Other groups we join so that we can share
ideas and interests with other people. Needing to Belong looks at the different
groups and how they contribute to community life.
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Action Literacy Glass:
Age range: Middle Primary
ACER Press
Price: ฿ 295
A scientific look at the world of glass understanding that not only is it useful,
and we spend much of our lives looking at the world through glass but glass can
be made into beautiful objects or pieces of art. This stimulus book Glass
explores all aspects of this common material, from its discovery thousands of
years ago to its use in spacecraft today.

Action Literacy Global Connections :

Age range: Middle Primary
ACER Press
Price: ฿ 295
A topic so relevant to the international education community where students
can follow the Kavan family to see how connected they are to the world and
appreciate that from the moment you wake up in the morning to when you
sleep at night you see and use items that come from all over the world.

Action Literacy Red:

Age range: Middle Primary
ACER Press
Price: ฿ 295

The history of the colour red is explored in fascinating detail; a colour so
precious that countries were prepared to lie, cheat and steal in order to get
their hands on it. This colour has importance in almost every culture and is often
a symbol of power and luck. Yet another stimulus book that challenges you to
think with materials that are meaningful and yet interesting to the student.
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Action Literacy I’m Sold:
Age range: Middle Primary
ACER Press
Price: ฿ 295
Looking at how, why and where people advertise I’m sold stimulates critical
thinking about advertisements in the modern world and gives the reasons and
tricks with different forms of advertisement empowering the student to develop
further understanding while developing key literacy skills through a guided
approach.

Action Literacy Series Green Places and Open Spaces:
Age range: Middle Primary
ACER Press
Price: ฿ 295
The student can look at different types of green places in this action stimulus
book and find out how the parks and other green places are used and managed.
The student can discuss if he/she has a favourite place to visit and find out
about the benefits of creating open spaces.

Action Literacy Feeling Good:
Age range: Middle Primary
ACER Press
Price: ฿ 295
Feeling Good is an action stimulus book that examines what makes us happy
and healthy and is very appropriate for curricular objectives in Physical
Education, Personal, Social Emotional Education and the sciences as examining
lifestyles supports promoting responsibility for one’s health. Students learn
about making safe choices, examine their personal behaviour and find out ways
in which they can feel good about themselves.
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Action Literacy Ocean Habitats:

Age range: Middle Primary
ACER Press
Price: ฿ 295
Find real life monsters and oceans that are home to a vast range of unique
plants and animals while discovering that oceans cover half the world’s surface.
Ocean Habitats looks at the different marine habitats and the creatures that are
found there. It also examines the ways in which sea creatures have adapted to
this amazing environment making a thrilling adventure possible while
developing important literacy skills.

Action Literacy Outdoor Adventures:
Age range: Middle Primary
ACER Press
Price: ฿ 295
Taking Outdoor Adventures as the theme to look at pursuing activities which
require careful planning and preperation, considering the risks while examining
what the great outdoors has to offer. See the professionals and others in action
while learning some techniques that can advance the students literacy skills
considerably.

Action Literacy Middle Primary Student Workbook:
Age range: Middle Primary
ACER Press
Price: ฿ 430
This workbook accompanies the highly successful Action Literacy Stimulus books
to provide the student with engaging exercises that follows the information
found in the 10 stimulus books.It provides activities for students to practise
basic skills developed in the corresponding unit of work from the Teacher Guide.
These exercises are highlighted in the Teacher Guide with the icon for easy
cross-reference. Each double page spread includes an explanation of an aspect
of language and literacy and exercises to develop specific skills. The Student
Workbook can be used as an integrated part of the Action Literacy materials or
separately as a literacy skills builder.
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Action Literacy Teacher Guide:
Age range: Middle Primary
ACER Press
Price: ฿ 1,170
This teacher guide contains a unit of learning for each of the Action
literacy Stimulus books and contains:






Code/ISBN

A summary page with a description of the learning focus, text types,
cross curricular links with an activity to set the scene and a suggested
way to approach the initial reading of the relevant Stimulus book.
Detailed lesson plans that form the basis of direct and strategy
instruction.
Details of an action based task that employs and extends the skills and
strategies taught in the lessons.
A reproducible worksheet master list of suggested assessment
opportunities

Title

Price

9780864315267

Action Literacy: Animal Adaptations

฿ 295

9780864315342

Action Literacy: Needing to Belong

฿ 295

9780864315427

Action Literacy: Glass

฿ 295

9780864315502

Action Literacy: Global Connections

฿ 295

9780864315588

Action Literacy: Red

฿ 295

9780864315663

Action Literacy: I’m Sold!

฿ 295

9780864315748

Action Literacy: Green Places and Open Spaces

฿ 295

9780864315823

Action Literacy: Feeling Good

฿ 295
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9780864315908

Action Literacy: Ocean Habitats

฿ 295

9780864315984

Action Literacy: Outdoor Adventures

฿ 295

9780864315106

Action Literacy: Middle Primary Teachers Guide

฿ 1,170

9780864315182

Action Literacy: Middle Primary Student Workbook

฿ 430

Action Literacy: Middle Primary Specimen Set

฿ 4,360

A000ALM

Action Literacy Upper Primary
Action Literacy takes a structured approach to teaching literacy in
the classroom. It incorporates direct instruction, strategy
instruction, and inquiry learning through action-based tasks. As
such Action Literacy can be said to take a ‘balanced approach’ to
the teaching of literacy, with students given the opportunity to
build on the skills and strategies.
While focusing on the basics of literacy, Action Literacy takes a broad, cross-curricular approach that
brings together interrelated areas of the curriculum, helping to make learning purposeful and
meaningful. Action Literacy is a rich set of everyday classroom resources that model a balanced
approach to teaching and learning. The Scope and sequence charts in the Teacher Guide detail the
content of each learning unit, allowing teachers to choose an individual unit or sequence of units that
fits with their teaching and learning needs.
Action Literacy is made up of three complementary resources:




stimulus books
Teacher Guide
Student Workbook

Action Literacy stimulus books
The Action Literacy stimulus books are rich, interesting and fun! Students should be encouraged to read
the books for enjoyment and interest and not just as a ‘learning task’. Sets of the books can be kept on
the classroom reading shelves or in the library with other books and reading resources.
Apart from reading for enjoyment, the Action Literacy stimulus books can be used by teachers for many
different kinds of activities, not just the teaching and learning units described in the Action Literacy
Teacher Guide.
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Action Literacy Teacher Guide
The Teacher Guide contains a unit of learning for each of the stimulus books. Each unit of learning
contains:







a summary page with a description of the learning focus, text types and cross-curricular links
an activity to set the scene and a suggested way to approach the initial reading of the book
three detailed lesson plans that form the basis of the direct and strategy instruction
details of an action-based task that employs and extends the skills and strategies taught in the
lessons
a reproducible worksheet master to support the lessons or action-based task
a list of suggested assessment opportunities.

Action Literacy Student Workbook
The workbook contains activities for students to practise basic skills developed in the corresponding unit
of work from the Teacher Guide. These exercises are highlighted in the Primary Teacher Guide with the
icon for easy cross reference. Each double page spread includes an explanation of an aspect of literacy
and exercises to develop specific skills. The Student Workbook can be used as an integrated part of the
Action Literacy materials or separately as a literacy skills builder.
Action Literacy China:
Age range: Upper Primary
ACER Press
Price: ฿ 295
Why is red important in Chinese culture? What kinds of accommodation do
people have in China? Noodles and dumplings, or rice for the evening meal? Or
maybe even cicadas as a treat! These are some of the fascinating questions
discussed in this book, expanding children’s knowledge and cultural
understanding.
Action Literacy Elephants:
Age range: Upper Primary
ACER Press
Price: ฿ 295
Elephants covers several different aspects about elephants as well as the
interaction with humans; specifically it examines the ways in which elephants
and humans have work together. These endangered animals are also evaluated
for the impact humans have on their lives and numbers. The text is highly
informative and expands children’s knowledge beyond basic knowledge of the
animal.
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Action Literacy Extreme Sports:
Age range: Upper Primary
ACER Press
Price: ฿ 295
When your heart pounds and your blood pumps through your body, you really
know you're alive. Extreme Sports introduces you to people who live life to the
fullest. Head off-road on your motorbike or BMX, ride a curl or float through the
air like a bird. An exciting and stimulating book for this age range.

Action Literacy Human-made Disasters:
Age range: Upper Primary
ACER Press
Price: ฿ 295
Why do disasters happen? In exploring this readers find out in Human-made
Disasters at the role of human error, carelessness or negligence in different
types of disasters around the world. It also examines the lessons that have been
learned from these events and how we can work to prevent them happening
again.

Action Literacy I believe in...:
Age range: Upper Primary
ACER Press
Price: ฿ 295
Our beliefs and our values determine our actions. Your belief in something or
someone can encourage you to attend a football game every week, recycle your
waste, or even stand for public office in order to change the world.
Understanding beliefs helps you make sense of what is happening in the world
around you. This stimulus book helps you understand and appreciate other
points of view on matters such as religion, politics, and the environment. But
what you believe is up to you!
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Action Literacy Media:
Age range: Upper Primary
ACER Press
Price: ฿ 295
Media is an action stimulus book that examines media in multiple ways; The
media has been recognised as a major psychological manipulator for a long
time, billions of people communicate through media on a daily basis making
students aware of this develops their insight into its power. This edition
investigates mass media from its earlier days until today, its role in everyday life
and much more stimulating active discussion.

Action Literacy Science Fiction, Science Fact:
Age range: Upper Primary
ACER Press
Price: ฿ 295
Develop increased understanding while building on literacy skills through
exploring Space travel, robots, nanotechnology—these things once only existed
in the imagination of science fiction writers. Science fiction involves things that
could happen, based on knowledge of current technologies and science. But
sometimes science fiction can become reality. Science Fiction, Science Fact
explores the relationship between real science and the speculation of science
fiction in a number of areas, including space travel, robotics, medicine and life
on other planets.

Action Literacy Surf and Sand:
Age range: Upper Primary
ACER Press
Price: ฿ 295
Surf and Sand examines the role of the beach in Australian history, sport,
culture, recreation, tourism and industry. Using a popular recreation to develop
upper primary literacy skills with the complementary work book.
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Action Literacy Survivors:
Age range: Upper Primary
ACER Press
Price: ฿ 295
How would you cope trapped in a gold mine for two weeks or adrift in
the ocean for four months? Would you cut your hand off or eat human
flesh to survive? Survivors tells the amazing stories of heroes during
wartime, adventurers' lucky escapes and ordinary people who come
together and never give up. Adventure, excitement, fear, humour and
lessons about life—stories of survivors will engage the students fully..

Action Literacy Teacher Guide:
Age range: Upper Primary
ACER Press
Price: ฿ 1,495
This teacher guide contains a unit of learning for each of the Action
literacy Stimulus books and contains







A summary page with a description of the learning focus, text
types, cross curricular links with an activity to set the scene and
a suggested way to approach the initial reading of the relevant
Stimulus book.
Three detailed lesson plans that form the basis of direct and
strategy instruction.
Details of an action based task that employs and extends the
skills and strategies taught in the lessons.
A reproducible worksheet master
A list of suggested assessment opportunities

Action Literacy Upper Primary Student Workbook:
Age range: Upper Primary
ACER Press
Price: ฿ 670
This workbook accompanies the highly successful Action Literacy
Stimulus books to provide the student with engaging exercises that
follows the information found in the 10 stimulus books.It provides
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activities for students to practise basic skills developed in the
corresponding unit of work from the Teacher Guide. These exercises are
highlighted in the Teacher Guide with the icon for easy cross-reference.
Each double page spread includes an explanation of an aspect of
language and literacy and exercises to develop specific skills. The
Student Workbook can be used as an integrated part of the Action
Literacy materials or separately as a literacy skills builder.

Code/ISBN

Title

Price

Action Literacy: China

฿ 295

Action Literacy: Elephants

฿ 295

Action Literacy: Extreme sports

฿ 295

Action Literacy: Human-made Disasters

฿ 295

Action Literacy: I believe in...

฿ 295

Action Literacy: Media

฿ 295

Action Literacy: Science Fiction, Science Fact

฿ 295

Action Literacy: Surf and sand

฿ 295

Action Literacy: Survivors

฿ 295

A500UAL

Action Literacy: Upper Primary Teacher Guide

฿ 1,495

A100UAL

Action Literacy: Upper Primary Student Workbook

฿ 670

A000UAL

Action Literacy: Upper Primary Specimen Set

฿ 4,860

A600UAL
A601UAL
A602UAL
A603UAL
A604UAL
A605UAL
A606UAL
A607UAL
A608UAL
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Scaffolding Literacy:
Age range: Primary and Secondary
ACER Press
Price: ฿ 1,340
Scaffolding Literacy describes an alternative approach to literacy
teaching in primary schools based on the principles of explicit teaching
of how authors use words to convey meaning. The book provides a
detailed description of the Scaffolding Literacy teaching sequence and
related strategies developed at the University of Canberra over two
decades. It explains why the Scaffolding Literacy approach enables
learners to better understand the reading, language studies and writing
tasks in school and there are everyday classroom applications,
strategies and approaches useful for teachers not only in primary but
also secondary.

Assessing and Teaching Phonological Knowledge
ACER Press
Author Dr John Munro
Price: See set prices
Purpose: To identify development level of phonological knowledge, assess
whether difficulties are due to delayed or immature development, and
recommend teaching procedures and follow up tasks.
Range: First three years of school and older children experiencing reading
difficulties
Assessment Content:







Segmenting words into sounds
Sound blending
Manipulating sounds in words
Phonemic recoding
Awareness of sound patterns in words

Starter Set includes a Manual, Task Sheets, ten Record Books and ten Checklists
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Code/ISBN

Title

Price

A000ATP

ATPK Starter Set

฿ 4,690

A100ATP

ATPK - Record Book (pkt 10) (records All Assessment Tasks)

฿ 940

A200ATP

ATPK - Task Sheets

฿ 700

A500ATP

ATPK - Manual

฿ 2,480

A600ATP

ATPK - Checklists (pkt 10) (initial Screening, Parent Referral And ฿ 630
Full Profile)

Reading Foundations: A Structured Program for Teaching Essential Reading
Skills
ACER Press
Price: ฿ 1,670
Teaching phonemic and ortographic skills to beginning and struggling readers
through a program that provides a step by step process and structure with fully
developed practice exercises. With three programs to ensure suces and
overcome the reading failure for those having problems in the early stages of
reading acquisition.

Spelling: Approaches to Teaching and Assessment
ACER Press
Price: ฿ 895
Peter Westwood has completely revised and updated all chapters of his practical
teaching resource on spelling. Filled with up-to-date information, references and
research-based teaching methods, the second edition provides an overview of
effective ways to help students develop and improve their spelling skills and
strategies. Assessment is also an essential part of the effective teaching of
spelling.
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Action Numeracy Series
Action Numeracy takes a structured approach to teaching numeracy in the classroom. It incorporates
direct instruction, strategy instruction, and inquiry learning through action-based tasks. As such Action
Numeracy can be said to take a ‘balanced approach’ to the teaching of numeracy, with students given
the opportunity to build on the skills and strategies taught in direct instruction lessons through openended, student-centred activities.
While focusing on the basics of numeracy, Action Numeracy takes a broad, cross-curricular approach
that brings together interrelated areas of the curriculum, helping to make learning purposeful and
meaningful. Action Numeracy is not intended to be a complete numeracy program but rather provides a
rich set of everyday classroom resources that model a balanced approach to teaching and learning. The
Scope and sequence charts in the Teacher Guide detail the content of each learning unit, allowing
teachers to choose an individual unit or sequence of units that fits with their teaching and learning
needs.
Comprising a set of stimulus books, an action numeracy teachers guide and a student workbook; this
remarkable series makes maths meaningful to students and supports guided learning.

Action Numeracy Middle Primary
Publisher: ACER Press 2007
Action Numeracy takes a structured approach to teaching
numeracy in the classroom. It incorporates direct instruction,
strategy instruction, and inquiry learning through action-based
tasks. As such Action Numeracy can be said to take a ‘balanced
approach’ to the teaching of numeracy, with students given the
opportunity to build on the skills and strategies taught in direct
instruction lessons through open-ended, student-centred
activities.
While focusing on the basics of numeracy, Action Numeracy takes a broad, cross-curricular approach
that brings together interrelated areas of the curriculum, helping to make learning purposeful and
meaningful. Action Numeracy is not intended to be a complete numeracy program but rather provides a
rich set of everyday classroom resources that model a balanced approach to teaching and learning. The
Scope and sequence charts in the Teacher Guide detail the content of each learning unit, allowing
teachers to choose an individual unit or sequence of units that fits with their teaching and learning
needs.
Action Numeracy is made up of three complementary resources:




Action Numeracy stimulus books
Action Numeracy Teacher Guide
Action Numeracy Student Workbook
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Action Numeracy stimulus books
The Action Numeracy stimulus books are rich, interesting and fun! Students should be encouraged to
read the books for enjoyment and interest and not just as a ‘learning task’. Sets of the books can be kept
on the classroom reading shelves or in the library with other books and reading resources.
Apart from reading for enjoyment, the Action Numeracy stimulus books can be used by teachers for
many different kinds of activities, not just the teaching and learning units described in the Action
Numeracy Teacher Guide.
Action Numeracy Teacher Guide
The Action Numeracy Teacher Guide contains a unit of learning for each of the Action Numeracy
stimulus books. Each unit of learning contains:







a summary page with a description of the learning focus and cross-curricular links
an activity to set the scene and a suggested way to approach the initial reading of the book
three detailed lesson plans that form the basis of the direct and strategy instruction
details of an action-based task that employs and extends the skills and strategies taught in the
lessons
a reproducible worksheet master to support the lessons or action-based task
a list of suggested assessment opportunities.

Action Numeracy Student Workbook
The workbook contains activities for students to practise basic skills developed in the corresponding unit
of work from the Teacher Guide. These exercises are highlighted in the Primary Teacher Guide with the
icon for easy cross reference. Each double page spread includes an explanation of an aspect of
numeracy and exercises to develop specific skills. The Student Workbook can be used as an integrated
part of the Action Numeracy materials or separately as a numeracy skills builder.

Action Numeracy Shapes and Scapes
Age range Middle Primary
ACER Press
Price: ฿ 295
Shapes and Scapes is an action stimulus book that examines a range of
mathematical elements; this text explores for example buildings that vary in
shapes, sizes and usage to develop understanding of how buildings are designed
and built. Building examples range from houses made of straw to monuments
made of stone.
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Action Numeracy Fun and Games:
Age range Middle Primary
ACER Press
Price: ฿ 295
Many games have been around for thousands of years and playing games is
enjobable for children and adults alike. Rehearsing maths skills through some of
the more popular games combines having fun while developing essential skills.
A good way to explore moving by number in different directions.

Action Numeracy Wild Weather:
Age range Middle Primary
ACER Press
Price: ฿ 295
Wild Weather is an action stimulus book that explores the different occurrences
of weather in our world; for example snow, dry and rainy weather are looked at
in detail, this book also provides some explanations for weather phenomena.
Previously this book has been found as a popular choice of read by children due
to the images and curiosity of weather. Recording and measuring as well as
temperature are explored in detail.

Action Numeracy Expeditions:
Age range Middle Primary
ACER Press
Price: ฿ 295
Using scales and creating maps, this book takes us through some of the
extraordinary expeditions that have taken place in the past; highlighted are
examples of important things needed to be able to travel safely and emphasises
the importance of planning in an expedition in order to have a successful
excursion without problems arising. Planning and problem solving are essential
skills we can all learn.
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Action Numeracy the Art of Maths:
Age range Middle Primary
ACER Press
Price: ฿ 295
The relationship between art and maths is looked at, identifying examples of
similarities in objects, shapes, patterns and symmetry. Making connections
between the visual elements, linking maths and art is a fascinating way to
develop analytical skills.

Action Numeracy Thrills and Spills:

Age range Middle Primary
ACER Press
Price: ฿ 295
Where can you find thrilling rides, entertainment, food, souvenirs, and maybe
even exotic animals? At a theme park! Whether racing down the fastest water
slide with your friends or panning for gold, theme parks provide hours of fun.
Theme parks are also great places for putting your maths skills to the test. Thrills
and Spills takes a look at the mathematics of theme parks and explores some
interesting aspects of their design and function. Integrating prices, directions and
other key mathematical data into an exciting trip.

Action Numeracy Cooking up a Storm
Age range Middle Primary
ACER Press
Price: ฿ 295
Ilustrating healthy and nutritional choices and understanding that nutritious
foods are vital to good health combines science, maths and life skills to build
mathematics in a relevant way. Excellent for sequencing through practical
activities, using weights and measures.
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Action Numeracy the Future of Forests:
Age range Middle Primary
ACER Press
Price: ฿ 295
Over one quarter of the world's land surface is covered by forests. Forests are
found in all parts of the world, except in very dry or cold areas. But every year,
millions of hectares of the world's forests are lost due to natural and human
causes. The Future of Forests looks at the natural features of forests and
explores how they are changed and used over time. Graphs and statistics are
explored throughout this text.

Action Numeracy Communication:

Age range Middle Primary
ACER Press
Price: ฿ 295
Again integrating numeracy through an everyday subject; this action numeracy
book looks at communication.
Most of our waking lives is spent
communicating. Talking to friends, watching TV, reading magazines and listening
to our teachers are just some of the ways we communicate. From the Pony
Express to email, from sign language to SMS, Communication looks at the
different ways people communicate—now and in the past. Charts, graphs,
measurements, binary numbers and different symbolic communication systems
give a wide range of mathematical data.

Action Numeracy Digging Deep:
Age range Middle Primary
ACER Press
Price: ฿ 295
Did you know that below your feet is a treasure trove? Gemstones, metals, oil,
coal, gas, water and fossils are all found in the earth's crust. Digging Deep looks
at some of these important resources. It also explores how these treasures are
found and mined and the importance of minerals in our lives. Weights, Shapes
and different measurements are reviewed.
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Action Numeracy Teaching Guide:
Age range Middle Primary
ACER Press
Price: ฿ 1,170
The Teacher's guide contains a general overview of the teaching and learning
materials covered and will:
Establishing goals and outcomes
Direct instruction guidance
Action-based tasks and activity sheets
Extension and catch-up teaching points
Teacher reflection and assessment

Action Numeracy Middle Primary Student Workbook:
Age range Middle Primary
ACER Press
Price: ฿ 430
Containing activities for students to practise basic skills developed in the
corresponding unit of work from the Teacher Guide for the whole range of
middle primary this workbook is an extremely useful guide. These exercises
are highlighted in the Teacher Guide with the icon for easy cross-reference.
Each double page spread includes an explanation of an aspect of numeracy
and exercises to develop specific skills. The Student Workbook can be used
as an integrated part of the Action Numeracy materials or separately as a
numeracy skills builder.
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Code/ISBN

Title

Price

9780864316226

Action Numeracy: Shapes and Scapes

฿ 295

9780864316301

Action Numeracy: Fun and Games

฿ 295

9780864316387

Action Numeracy:Wild Weather

฿ 295

9780864316462

Action Numeracy: Expeditons

฿ 295

9780864316547

Action Numeracy: The Art of Maths

฿ 295

9780864316622

Action Numeracy: Thrills and Spills

฿ 295

9780864316707

Action Numeracy: Cooking up a
Storm

฿ 295

9780864316783

Action Numeracy: The Future of
Forests

฿ 295

9780864316868

Action Numeracy: Communication

฿ 295

9780864316066

Action Numeracy: Middle Primary
Teacher Guide

฿ 1,170

9780864316141

Action Numeracy: Middle Primary
Student Workbook

A000ANM

฿ 430

Action Numeracy: Middle Primary ฿ 4,360
Specimen Set
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Action Numeracy Upper Primary
Author(s): various
Publisher: ACER Press 2008
Action Numeracy takes a structured approach to teaching
numeracy in the classroom. It incorporates direct instruction,
strategy instruction, and inquiry learning through action-based
tasks. As such Action Numeracy can be said to take a ‘balanced
approach’ to the teaching of numeracy, with students given the
opportunity to build on the skills and strategies taught in direct instruction lessons through open-ended,
student-centred activities. While focusing on the basics of numeracy, Action Numeracy takes a broad,
cross-curricular approach that brings together interrelated areas of the curriculum, helping to make
learning purposeful and meaningful.
Action Numeracy is not intended to be a complete numeracy program but rather provides a rich set of
everyday classroom resources that model a balanced approach to teaching and learning. The Scope and
sequence charts in the Teacher Guide detail the content of each learning unit, allowing teachers to
choose an individual unit or sequence of units that fits with their teaching and learning needs.
Action Numeracy is made up of three complementary resources:




Action Numeracy stimulus books
Action Numeracy Teacher Guide
Action Numeracy Student Workbook

Action Numeracy stimulus books
The Action Numeracy stimulus books are rich, interesting and fun! Students should be encouraged to
read the books for enjoyment and interest and not just as a ‘learning task’. Sets of the books can be kept
on the classroom reading shelves or in the library with other books and reading resources.
Apart from reading for enjoyment, the Action Numeracy stimulus books can be used by teachers for
many different kinds of activities, not just the teaching and learning units described in the Action
Numeracy Teacher Guide.
Action Numeracy Teacher Guide
The Action Numeracy Upper Primary Teacher Guide provides a model for teaching numeracy. It includes
a unit of learning for each of the Action Numeracy Upper Primary Stimulus Books. Each unit of learning
contains:





a summary page with a description of the learning focus and cross-curricular links
an activity to set the scene and a suggested way to approach the initial reading of the book
three detailed lesson plans that form the basis of the direct and strategy instruction
details of an action-based task that employs and extends the skills and strategies taught in the
lessons
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a reproducible worksheet master to support the lessons or action-based task
A list of suggested assessment opportunities.

Action Numeracy Student Workbook
The Action Numeracy Upper Primary Student Workbook focuses on the student's ability to practise and
demonstrate the new skills or strategies that have been explicitly taught in the Action Numeracy Upper
Primary program. Each lesson sets out for students what they 'need to know' in order to master that skill
or strategy. The workbook provides teachers with opportunities to observe and assess performance as
students demonstrate their growing skills.
The Student Workbook can be used as an integrated part of the Action Numeracy materials or
separately as a numeracy skills builder.

Action Numeracy Bikes:
Age range Upper Primary
ACER Press
Price: ฿ 295
Around the world, billions of people ride bicycles each day. Whether used for
fun, fitness or getting to school or work, bicycles are an efficient,
environmentally friendly means of transport. Bikes explores how bicycles work,
the types of bikes available and the many ways people use them in their
everyday lives. Multiple graphs, diagrams, maps and tables are explored in this
issue.

Action Numeracy Series Leonardo’s Legacy:
Age range Upper Primary
ACER Press
Price: ฿ 295
What do parachutes, helicopters and cars have in common? Leonardo Da Vinci
drew designs for them all—centuries before they were invented. Leonardo is
famous for paintings such as the Mona Lisa, but he was more than just a
painter—he was also a designer, engineer, mathematician and architect.
Leonardo's Legacy looks at just some of this extraordinary man's achievements
and the part that mathematics played in his work. Pictures, angles, shapes,
corners and mechanisms are assessed frequently .
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Action Numeracy Desert Critters:
Age range Upper Primary
ACER Press
Price: ฿ 295
Australia is a very dry continent, with nearly 20 per cent of its land desert. In
spite of the harsh conditions, large numbers of species have made their home in
the desert. Desert Critters explores how these amazing animals are adapted to
survive hot, dry conditions and how they find food and shelter. Maps, graphs,
adventures, temperatures, water cycles are all looked at in depth.

Action Numeracy Series Exploring Space:
Age range Upper Primary
ACER Press
Price: ฿ 295
In ancient times, people studied the night sky to predict the seasons. Today,
technology has given us greater power than ever to study the cosmos and tackle
such questions as 'How big is the universe?' and 'Are we alone?'. Exploring
Space takes a fascinating look at how we continue to discover more about our
solar system, galaxy and universe. Planets, temperatures, measurements, and
statistics are explored.

Action Numeracy Travel and Transport:
Age range Upper Primary
ACER Press
Price: ฿ 295
These days it is easy to move around the globe as a traveller. Transport is
becoming faster, more efficient and cheaper. It is also easier to transport goods,
whether we choose to send things by air, by sea or overland. Travel and
Transport looks at the different ways people travel and how cargo is moved
around the world. It even looks at where we might travel in the future. Tables,
Statistics, charts, maps and graphs are all used in this text to clearly provide
information.
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Action Numeracy The Facts of Living:
Age range Upper Primary
ACER Press
Price: ฿ 295
The Facts of Living is an action stimulus book based on the Australian culture. It
is full of facts about the Australian population such as average life expectancies,
what life is like for Australians, what defines an Australian and much more. The
importance of having plenty statistics in society is expressed in this book;
Encouraging thinking in statistics is an essential skill for children to learn and it
can start with this book. Statistics, graphs and charts are used throughout this
book to help improve students with their mathematical interpretation abilities.

Action Numeracy Series The Big Event:
Age range Upper Primary
ACER Press
Price: ฿ 295
Are you planning a big event? It may be a school fete, a house-warming or a
street march. Organising a big event is a big job. The Big Event explores how to
manage a budget, pick the right day, stick to a time line, get that rent-a-crowd,
and make the whole day profitable and fun! With your friends, you can hold an
event in your community that will make a day to be remembered. Dozens of
tables containing information are used in this text to encourage students to use
tables themselves.
Action Numeracy Technology to the Rescue:
Age range Upper Primary
ACER Press
Price: ฿ 295

When are rescue vacuums and lifeshears used? How can you make an
emergency call when there's no mobile coverage? What do unmanned aerial
vehicles and infra-red cameras have in common? Can a robot 'sniff' out a person
trapped in rubble? This text is extremely informative, visual and uses multiple
tables and diagrams to share information.
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Action Numeracy Water and Food:
Age range Upper Primary
ACER Press
Price: ฿ 295
Water is one of our most precious resources. We use it for drinking, for
producing food, for cleaning and in industry. Today we are more
conscious of water usage than ever before.
Water and Food looks at the role of water resources and aquatic
ecosystems in food production in Australia and examines how we can
best manage and sustain this vital resource. It covers topics such as
desalination, evaporation, irrigation, global thirst and the MurrayDarling Basin in a mathematical context. This text uses maps, diagrams
and many tables to put information across to the reader.
Action Numeracy Who wants to be a Millionaire?:
Age range Upper Primary
ACER Press
Price: ฿ 295
Are you money wise? Can you plan a budget or work out how long it will
take you to save up for something special? Do you know how you can
earn money in your spare time? Who Wants to Be a Millionaire? looks
at various aspects of money—how to get it, how to save it and how to
manage it—as well as its history and role in society. Charts and tables
are commonly used throughout this book to clearly illustrate example
financial situations.
Action Numeracy Teacher Guide:
Age range Upper Primary
ACER Press
Price: ฿ 1,495
The Teacher's guide contains a general overview of the teaching and
learning materials covered as well as:
Establishing goals and outcomes
Direct instruction guidance
Action-based tasks
Extension and catch-up teaching points
Assessment opportunities
BLM activity sheets
Teacher reflection and assessment
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Action Numeracy Upper Primary Student Workbook:
Age range Upper Primary
ACER Press
Price: ฿ 670
The workbook accompanies the whole action numeracy series for the age range of
upper primary; it contains activities for students to practise basic skills developed
in the corresponding unit of work from the Teacher Guide. These exercises are
highlighted in the Teacher Guide with the icon for easy cross-reference. Each
double page spread includes an explanation of an aspect

Code/ISBN

Title

Price

A600UAN

Action Numeracy: Bikes

฿ 295

A601UAN

Action Numeracy: Leonardo’s Legacy

฿ 295

A602UAN

Action Numeracy: Desert Critters

฿ 295

A603UAN

Action Numeracy: Exploring Space

฿ 295

A604UAN

Action Numeracy: Travel and Transport

฿ 295

A605UAN

Action Numeracy: The Facts of Living

฿ 295

A606UAN

Action Numeracy: The Big Event

฿ 295

A607UAN

Action Numeracy: Technology to the Rescue

฿ 295

A608UAN

Action Numeracy: Water and Food

฿ 295

A500UAN

Action Numeracy: Upper Primary Teacher Guide

฿ 1,495

A100UAN

Action Numeracy: Upper Primary Student Workbook

฿ 670
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Action
Numeracy:
Upper| Primary
Set
฿ 4,860
A000UAN

MathsWorks for Teachers Series
Author(s): David Leigh-Lancaster
Publisher: ACER Press, 2005
MathsWorks for Teachers has been developed to provide a coherent and
contemporary framework for conceptualising and implementing aspects of
middle and senior mathematics curricula.
Titles in the series are:






Functional Equations by David Leigh-Lancaster
Complex Numbers and Vectors by Les Evans
Foundation Numeracy in Context by Gary Motteram & Dave Tout
Matrices by Pam Norton
Data Analysis Applications by Kay Lipson

Each text includes historical and background material, discussion of key concepts, skills and processes,
commentary on teaching and learning approaches, comprehensive illustrative examples with related
tables, graphs and diagrams throughout, references for each chapter (text and web-based), student
activities and sample solution notes, and an extensive bibliography.
The use of technology is incorporated as applicable in each text, and a general curriculum link between
chapters of each text and Australian state and territory as well as selected overseas courses, is provided.

MathsWorks for teachers-Functional Equations:

ACER Press
Price: ฿ 1,340
Functional Equations is a first of the MathWorks series that is specificaly
designed to provide teachers with a framework for conceptualising and
implementing aspects of middle and senior mathematics curricula. Teachers are
introduced to the rudementary aspects of functional equations; The topics
covered in this book are extremely complementary with the secondary
mathematics curricula for all schools, some topic examples include
transformations and difference equations.
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MathsWorks for teachers- Foundation Numeracy in Context:
ACER Press
Price: ฿ 1,340
Foundation Numeracy in context is the second of the MathWorks series that
describes an approach of teaching mathematics based on contextual learning
principles. It is targeted towards teachers with students which have become
disengaged from learning mathematics during secondary schooling. This text is
written from a practical perspective to be more helpful to students as they will
practice these skills on a daily basis. This text also illustrates how this approach
works through some examples such as cars and driving, sport and more.
Number, measurment and algebra are just some of the topics covered.

MathsWorks for teachers- Matrices:
ACER Press
Price: ฿ 1,340
Matrices is the third of the MathWorks series, This edition introduces an
extremely common math concept that has a wide application; such as computer
graphics, image processing, physical sciences. Matrices are used by powerful
calculators frequently as a result of the mathematical concept being extremely
useful in real life and towards problem solving applications. An elementary
introduction is given to teachers amid its uses in forming and solving problems.
A selection of student activities with solutions, text and web references are
included throughout the book.

MathsWorks for teachers – Complex Numbers and Vectors:
ACER Press
Price: ฿ 1,340
Complex Numbers and Vectors draws on the power of intrigue and uses
appealing applications from navigation, global positioning systems, earthquakes,
circus acts and stories from mathematical history to explain the mathematics of
vectors and the discoveries in complex numbers. The first part provides
background knowledge, ideas and teaching approaches to complex numbers;
models and much more. The second part introduces vectors and vector spaces,
including matrix representation. Technology has been used throughout the text
to construct images of curves, graphs and two and three dimensional shapes.
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MathsWorks for teachers- Data Analysis Applications:
ACER Press
Price: ฿ 1,340
Data Analysis Applications provides mathematics teachers with a
comprehensive, informal introduction to data analysis and its application; based
on classical and contemporary perspectives of statistics. The approach includes
the active use of technology with real data to support exploratory, descriptive
and inferential aspects of statistics. In particular, this book will be a valuable
reference and resource for teachers of senior secondary mathematics courses
that include substantial data analysis. The content covers key statistical
concepts, issues in statistics, uni-variate and bi-variate categorical and
numerical data, data transformation and writing a statistical report.

Leading Developments in Student Numeracy:
Michael Gaffney and Rhonda Faragher
Price: ฿ 1,340

This book is the first to link educational learning and leadership specifically with mathematics teaching,
curriculum, assessment and student achievement. Based on the findings of a major DEEWR-funded
project with a focus on students in low SES communities, it identifies what happens in and between the
classroom, and explores how schools and authorities can develop and sustain widespread improvement
in student numeracy standards.
Aimed at teacher leaders and teacher educators, principals and education policy advisors, this book
provides a systemic dimension, dealing with the issues, factors and strategies involved in supporting
numeracy development at classroom and whole school level.
Due August 2012
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What Teachers Need to Know About Series
By Peter Westwood

Peter Westwood has been an Associate Professor of Education and has taught all age groups. He holds
awards for excellence in teaching from Flinders University in South Australia and from the University of
Hong Kong. Peter has published many books and articles on educational subjects and is currently an
educational consultant based in Macau.
The What Teachers Need to Know About series aims to refresh and expand basic teaching knowledge
and classroom experience. Books in the series provide essential information about a range of subjects
important for effective teaching practise.

What Teachers Need to Know About Numeracy
ACER Press
Price: ฿ 840
There is an increasing need for numeracy skills in all aspects of life and
Numeracy explores the issues that are emerging regarding the teaching of these
skills, beginning with preschool and the early years of primary school through to
adults with poor numeracy skills. It draws on research and relevant literature
from several different countries to provide a comprehensive overview of the
subject and contains many links to other sources of information and additional
resources.

What Teachers Need to Know About Spelling
ACER Press
Price: ฿ 840
What Teachers Need to Know About Spelling is a book that bridges the gap
between knowledge accumulated from research on spelling acquisition and the
practicalities of teaching spelling more effectively in schools; It examines the
current trends as well as community views on spelling standards because this is
the context in which change is beginning to occur. This text provides practical
suggestions on methods and activities applicable to all students, supplemented
by specific advice on assessment, and links to additional resources.
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What Teachers Need to Know About Personal Wellbeing
ACER Press
Price: ฿ 840
Teachers work to develop their students self esteem and well being and this
book What Teachers Need to Know about Personal Wellbeing provides support
to the teahcer. The text explores the consequences of teachers putting their
own needs last; this book will help teachers evaluate their life and work in order
to become more fulfilled and productive; it provides insights into many aspects
of wellbeing, analysing what makes people happy and so forth.

What Teachers Need to Know About Reading and Writing Difficulties
ACER Press
Price: ฿ 840
Literacy skills are fundamental to all areas of learning in the school curriculum
but also have a profound impact on an individual’s chances of finding satisfying
work in the years beyond school. Reading and Writing Difficulties draws on the
latest research from around the world to explain some of the causes of literacy
problems and gives practical advice on methods to support students with their
own difficulties. Details of additional resources and online links are provided to
assist teachers who wish to pursue some of the issues in greater depth.

What Teachers Need to Know About Teaching Methods
ACER Press
Price: ฿ 840
A fundamental resource for teachers, What teachers need to know about
Teaching Methods explains the different theories of teaching and learning,
together with their underlying principles and methods. It defines the role of a
teacher in the learning process and looks at the latest research on what
contributes to effective practice. Teaching Methods deals with important key
issues and provides a wealth of references for further study and exploration in
the subject.
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What Teachers Need to Know About Students with Disabilities

ACER Press
Price: ฿ 1,170
The nature of a student’s disability has a significant impact on how that student
learns best and the most appropriate methods for teaching and classroom
management.
This new book by internationally acclaimed researcher and author, Peter
Westwood, aims to provide practising teachers, teachers in training and other
school personnel, up-to-date, factual information on a range of physical,
intellectual, and social/emotional disabilities and the impact of each specific
disability on an individual student’s development and ability to learn.

What Teachers Need to Know About Learning Difficulties
ACER Press
Price: ฿ 840
International research on learning difficulties is used to present a clear picture
of the issues involved. It focuses on early identification, so that intervention can
prevent or minimise the negative outcomes of persistent failure and explains
how teachers can address problems effectively. Problems of socialisation and
behaviour are discussed and brief coverage given to students' specific
difficulties with reading and mathematics. A comprehensive range of links to
additional sources of information will help teachers find positive solutions for
their students.

The Developmental Management Approach in Classroom Behaviour:
ACER Press
Price: ฿ 1,340
This book describes a system of successful classroom behaviour management
techniques developed by the author Ramon Lewis; it outlines difficulties
confronting teachers trying to manage students misbehaviour in schools, it also
describes four types of students who can be helped to behave responsibly.
Ramon’s approach is based on a wealth of experience and explains behaviour
classification, management techniques and much more.
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Play Matters 2nd Edition: Investigative and Explorative Learning for Preschool
to Grade 2
ACER Press
Price: ฿ 1,670
Play Matters provides practical guidance and innovative strategies for teachers
working with young children from preschool to grade 2, through a unique
balance of explicit instruction in literacy and numeracy skills and personalised,
explorative learning. The book promotes the active engagement of all young
children, with an enhanced focus on children from diverse backgrounds as well
as children with specific needs. It contains a full colour section of photographs
and an updated CD with template documents for planning, assessment and
reporting activities. Organisational ideas and resources are provided, along with
a comprehensive bibliography for further reference and advice.
Engagement Matters: Personalised Learning from Grades 3-6
ACER Press
Price: ฿ 1,670
Engagement Matters is an extension of the material covered in the book play
matters and provides practical guidance and ideas of how to create an
empowering classroom environment for students across grades 3-6 where they
contribute to planning, assessment, supporting others and working on projects.
Using a project based Walker Learning approach it provides many strategies for
teachers and follows develomental guidelines.
Seven Steps to ICT INTEGRATION:
ACER Press
Price: ฿ 1,770
Not just another 'how to' book ideas related to the integration of Information
and Communication Technologies (ICTs) in educational settings are interpreted
in ways that are pragmatic and sustainable for improved educational outcomes.
The ideas and strategies presented in this book are grounded in practical
solutions to problems and issues identified in schools and higher education
through several years of research.
Advocating a whole-school approach, Seven Steps to ICT Integration provides
research-based case studies on the integration of ICT in practice
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Discussions in Science: Promoting Conceptual Understanding in the Middle
Years
ACER Press
Price: ฿ 995
Encouraging students to go beyond learning scientific facts and skills, to an indepth collaborative inquiry into scientific concepts, the nature of science, the
ethical implications of science and the links between science and their everyday
lives. Notes, exercises, discussion guides and suggestions for follow-up activities
show you how to deepen you’re teaching of science, and to lead students into a
more thorough exploration of scientific concepts, methods and implications.
This book is exceptional for stimulating intelligent thinking.

For Those Who Teach:
ACER Press
Price: ฿ 840
For Those Who Teach by Phil Rodgers draws on the author’s wealth of
experience and on his passion for teaching. From context to curriculum, from
collaboration to community, from understanding teaching as a calling to the
days when we struggle to cope, For Those Who Teach will inspire teachers to
regain their balance, their focus, their motivation, and their determination to
make a difference in students’ lives.

The Early Years Coping Cards:
ACER Press
Price: ฿ 2,510
A set of pictorial situation and coping response cards to engage young children
aged 4 to 8 years old to discuss a variety of challenging situations and ways of
coping with them. The set is completed with a user guide that includes some
background information, conclusions from research and practical tips on using
the cards. The Early Years Coping Cards is an effective resource that can be
sued to develop skills in young learners to support them to cope with everyday
situations and to develop resilience.
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Teacher-Parent Collaboration: Early Childhood to Adolescence
ACER Press
Price: ฿ 1,670
Productive collaboration with students’parents is discussed and encouraged
using a solution focused approach that will promote authentic communication
between parents and teachers. The key point this book emphasises is the
importance of both parents and teachers getting actively involved in a childs
education; when teachers, students’ and parents communicate and work
together effectively the cognitive improvements are remarkable for students.
Use this book to learn how to dramatically improve a child’s life and future.

Computers, Thinking and Learning:
ACER Press
Price: ฿ 1,340
Author David Nettelbeck a regular workshop conductor in all states of Australia
and the UK believes computers are a means of engaging students within an
environment that is familiar to them and a fresh and exciting way teachers to
think about how they teach and how children learn. This is a practical and
innovative resource that looks at the learning and thinking context, classroom
stratagies, wider applications and suggested activities, thus implementing the
full potential of ICT in middle and upper school. Includes;







Concept Mapping: ICT as a thinking and learning tool
Oral language: avoiding death by PowerPoint
On Line Discussion: a challenge for thinking skills
Hypertext: a writing tool for lateral thinking
Visual literacy’s: moving on from text-based learning
Responding to student work: can computers help?
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Understanding Classroom Behaviour:
ACER Press
Price: ฿ 970
A must read for teachers, this bestselling book is an indispensable teacher
reference. Effective classroom management is integral to maximising student
learning. Author Maurice Balson believes that many of the problems that arise
reflect poor relationships in the classroom and that these problems must be
resolved in a social context. Includes information to encourage students taking
responsibility and understanding group dynamics.

The Best of Coping Facilitator’s Guide to Adolescence:
Author(s): Erica Frydenberg and Catherine Brandon
ACER Press
Price: ฿ 2,110
The research into coping styles demonstrates that young people with an
optimistic, effective coping style feel better about themselves, are happier,
persist better and achieve more .The Best of Coping program is designed to
provide teachers, youth workers, social workers and counsellors with a
structured, comprehensive program for helping adolescents develop resilience
and coping skills to deal with common problems and situations. The program
contains modules covering a range of topics, including getting along with
others, getting help, problem solving, decision making and goal setting. The
program is sufficiently flexible to allow for customisation to the needs of
students or clients.

The Best of Coping Student Workbook for Adolescents:
ACER Press
Price: ฿ 895
This workbook complements the best of coping facilitator guide perfectly; it is
designed with scenarios and activities for students to complete. The two
resources; the best of coping facilitator’s guide and the best of coping workbook
will give individuals greater coping skills especially for young people who
struggle with situations and would benefit from a supportive programme run by
either teachers, youth workers, social workers and counsellors
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Code/ISBN

Title

Price

A500CSM

Best of Coping Facilitator’s Guide

฿ 2,110

A100CSM

Best of coping Student Workbook

฿ 895

A100CSM-10

Best of coping Student Workbook 10 copies

฿ 8,095

20 Thinking Tools:
ACER Press
Price: ฿ 1,340
20 Thinking tools is a great resource designed to support the development of
collaborative inquiry based teaching and learning through class discussion and
small group work. This book shows teachers how to strengthen student’s
abilities in areas such as asking insightful questions, exploring disagreements,
using examples appropriately and many more. Twenty Thinking Tools takes
students from the early years of schooling right through to the senior secondary
school, and is illustrated throughout with examples from the classroom,
supporting exercises and activities.

Schooling for the Knowledge Era:
ACER Press
Price: ฿ 1,240
Explore through this books descriptions about what 21st century schooling
needs to be, what is happening in your school and how you can improve to
move forward with current thinking. This book defines what 'knowledge era
schooling' is and compares it with 'industrial era schooling' and provides five
main criteria that should operate within a knowledge era school. This text
includes discussion on the changing role of the teacher, self-directed learning, a
chapter-long case study of Eltham College, and the role of parents and policy
makers.
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Cool Calm Kids:
ACER Press
Price: ฿ 1,670
Helping young children handle conflict and bossy classmates through an
excellent and authoritative guide. Cool Calm Kids provides guidance, resources
and activities for teachers and parents. Aimed at children from the age of Prep
to year 2 explore better ways to deal with conflict in a fun and energetic
environment through role play and participation. This text will help social skills,
body awareness and appropriate language early in a child’s life. Discover a
common language to deal with friendship issues and learn a range of nonviolent strategies to deal with peer pressure that are aligned with the ethos of
the school, a must have for parents, counsellors and teachers alike.
Engaging Secondary School Students in Lifelong Learning:
ACER Press
Price: ฿ 1,170
A "lifelong learning" orientation to education is seen as vital if young people are
to thrive in the knowledge rich, constantly-changing world of today and the
immediate future. This study identifies ways that the foundations for lifelong
learning can be built in secondary schools.
Keeping students engaged in learning and developing motivation is becoming
more important and very relevant today. This popular resource is sought out by
those who want the tricks to inspire self-controlled learning in students.
Making Sense of Phonics: The How’s and Whys

ACER Press
Price: ฿ 1,240
From bestselling author Isabel L. Beck, This concise volume provides a wealth of
practical ideas for building children’s decoding skills by teaching letter–sound
relationships, blending, word building and multi-syllable words. The strategies
presented for explicit, systematic phonics instruction are ideal for use in
primary-grade classrooms or with older students who are having difficulties.
Many specific examples bring the instructional procedures to life while
elucidating their underlying rationale; appendices include reproducible
curriculum materials.
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Spelling: Approaches to Teaching and Assessment
ACER Press
Price: ฿ 895

Peter Westwood has completely revised and updated all chapters of his practical
teaching resource on spelling. Filled with up-to-date information, references and
research-based teaching methods, the second edition provides an overview of
effective ways to help students develop and improve their spelling skills and
strategies. Assessment is also an essential part of the effective teaching of
spelling

Developmental Phonological Disorders: A guide for Parents and Teachers
ACER Press
Price: ฿ 1,070
This clear and accessible guide outlines the major milestones of phonetic and
phonological acquisition. It describes how and when speech sounds are
acquired, how and why children make errors, and how errors can be understood
as part of the child’s overall development of speech and language. It also
outlines how the treatment program works and addresses parents’ frequently
asked questions

In The Beginning: The Brain, Early Development and Learning:
ACER Press
Price: ฿ 1,340
This accessible resource provides a fascinating appraisal of the current research linking neuroscience
and child development. Written for early childhood professionals, teachers, psychologists, parents and
tertiary students, it places early childhood experiences within a neurological framework and connects
this with new ideas related to learning, development and the future lives of children.
The book’s premise is that the brain has a remarkable capacity to change, but timing is crucial. The
environment, relationships and care provided to children in the earliest stages of life will have a long
lasting impact on their ability to learn, their capacity to regulate the emotional part of their brain and
their overall development. Due July 2012
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The Era of Lifelong Learning:
ACER Press
Price: ฿ 530

It is suggested that becoming a lifelong learning school is a process of gradual
reorientation. Material provided may help school communities consider the
extent to which this reorientation is occurring for them. This is a time when
knowledge is increasing and changing rapidly in every sphere of life so that
today's young people need to be flexible and adaptable to meet the frequently
changing challenges they will face in their lives after school. Addressing issues
such as;





The need for information literacy
The need to develop a questioning, reasoning and evaluating approach to
learning
Appropriate generic competencies
The importance of identity and learning how to learn

Creative Arts in the Lives of Young People:
Acer Press
Price: ฿ 1,170

This book explores the central role that the creative arts can and should play in the lives of all young
children. Consistent underlying themes include the potential for the arts to open children’s minds to a
broad and inclusive world view; enable ongoing development of children’s already powerful
imaginations; and develop children’s attitudes, skills and habits of mind, to help them flourish in a
complex world.
Founded upon current theory and research, it provides a range of practical, creative activities for use in
early childhood settings that traverse diverse areas such as music and movement, puppetry, literature,
storytelling, painting, sculpture, and dramatic play.
Due June 2012
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Leading Developments in Student Numeracy:
Michael Gaffney and Rhonda Faragher
Price: ฿ 1,340

This book is the first to link educational learning and leadership specifically with mathematics teaching,
curriculum, assessment and student achievement. Based on the findings of a major DEEWR-funded
project with a focus on students in low SES communities, it identifies what happens in and between the
classroom, and explores how schools and authorities can develop and sustain widespread improvement
in student numeracy standards.
Aimed at teacher leaders and teacher educators, principals and education policy advisors, this book
provides a systemic dimension, dealing with the issues, factors and strategies involved in supporting
numeracy development at classroom and whole school level.
Due August 2012
The Critical Friend: Facilitating Change and Wellbeing in School Communities
ACER Press
Price: ฿ 995
Drawing on the findings of three intensive, school-based research initiatives;
The Critical Friend: Facilitating change and wellbeing in school communities
clearly defines the role of being a critical friend and demonstrates a range of
frameworks and applications for practice. Positive change in students’ social and
emotional wellbeing and connectedness to school is promoted through
teachers’ professional learning and a focus on supportive school environments.
The critical friend is pivotal in identifying the needs, facilitating the process of
change, and ensuring a seamless integration with the core business, values and
objectives of the school.

Teaching Ethics in Schools: New Approaches to Moral Education
Acer Press
Price: ฿ 995

This book takes a pragmatic approach to the controversial issue of ethics education in schools. With
reference to the national curriculum, it addresses the big picture questions such as what ethical values
should be taught, how and by whom. It also drills down to the nuts and bolts such as parental versus
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school responsibilities, religion and the secular society, social diversity and inclusion, and the
fundamental aims of school education.
Teaching Ethics in Schools argues for a problem-solving approach to moral inquiry and collaborative
learning, and provides an easy-reading introduction to both the theory and practice of this new
approach to moral education for the busy classroom teacher.
Due August 2012
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Social Skills
Stop the Bullying:
ACER Press
Price: ฿ 1,340
Stop the Bullying is a comprehensive handbook with practical advice for
educators and parents who want to know how to stop bullying. It has been
extensively revised and updated due to its success in UK, Canada, Australia and
other countries.
Develop a sound and well supported anti-bullying policy
Deal appropriately and constructively with children who bully others
Support and help children who are victimised by peers at school
Foster teacher/parent cooperation in stopping the bullying.

The Method of Shared Concern:
ACER Press
Price: ฿ 995
The Method of Shared Concern describes the multi-stage process in which
suspected bullies and their victims are individually interviewed, and eventually
brought together to reach resolution. Intended primarily for use by teachers
and school counsellors, The Method of Shared Concern demonstrates through
practical examples and real-world case studies how it can be applied in any
school environment, effective strategies to combat bullying.

You Know the Fair Rule:
ACER Press
Price: ฿ 1,340
This book is a comprehensive and practical compendium for managing
classroom behaviour. It is a complete rework of the very popular 2nd edition,
and is based on the shared rights, responsibilities approach with interactional
and respectful intervention. It covers different behaviour management and
discipline practices from establishing a whole class approach to specific
discipline strategies. People reviewing this book have found they have been able
to adopt effective discipline practise in their schools.
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Useful for Children who have ADHD or other attention challenges,
children on the Autistic Spectrum, those with anxiety, socially awkward
children and others who need help to regulate their behaviour and
improve their social thinking.
Once these weaknesses in concentration and behavioral control have
been identified at STOP and the child’s interest in improving these
areas has been gained, options to consider at THINK may include
drawing up a concentration plan for the classroom and a behavior plan
for the playground. The main goal of these plans is to remind the child
to stop and think first before reacting in any situation, to insert some
‘thinking’ between ‘feeling’ and ‘behaving’. The Do is the final action after the improved reflective
thought process.
 Covers why we train social skills and emotional intelligence in children, looking at the
consequences of poor social skills and peer friendships
 Learn how to apply the program in classrooms, with special needs children, as a whole school,
and with parental involvement to develop cooperative classrooms, schools and homes.
 Develop emotional intelligence, self esteem and confidence through improved awareness and
skills training.
 Use the structured and explicit social skills lessons for children aged 4-8
 Can apply the age appropriate social skills lessons for children aged 8-12
 Supplementary Program for ages 12-15 years
 Empower students to have self control, decision making, and positive actions
 3 colorful traffic light training posters and Pre and post program assessments
 Improve relationships through common language, a problem solving process with regular
feedback

Stop, Think, Do Training Early years of Schooling 4-8 years:

ACER Press
Price: ฿ 2,990
Stop Think Do is a bestselling social skills program. The program consists of 20
lessons at four different levels: 4–6 years, 6–8 years, 8–10 years and 10–12
years of age. Each lesson includes learning outcomes, required resources,
structured teaching of the core concept or skill, age appropriate activities to
practice the skills, and worksheets to reinforce each learning outcome.
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Stop, Think, Do Training for the Primary Years 8-12 years:
ACER Press
Price: ฿ 2,990
A more advanced social skills program targeted towards students aged 8 – 12; Each lesson includes
learning outcomes, required resources, structured teaching of the core concept or skill, age appropriate
activities to practice the skills, and worksheets to reinforce each learning outcome.
Popular with Teachers, Counsellors, Special Education Teachers and Psychologists.

Supplement for Middle Years Ages 12-15 Years
ACER Press
Price: ฿ 2,295
This manual extends the Stop Think Do program to target adolescents in their
middle years of schooling, transitioning from primary to secondary school. It is a
supplement to the more comprehensive primary school manuals. The program
includes 12 lessons covering a wide range of social skills.
Lessons are divided into the following 6 units:








Self awareness and identity
Good and bad communication
Thinking and problem solving
Morals and values
Decision making and friendship skills
Pressures and responsibilities

Stop, Think, Do Learning:
ACER Press
Price: ฿ 1,170
An extension of STOP THINK DO method to develop academic as well as social
skills with a cooperative group learning model for the classroom. Individual
learning plans for motivating any child, including the child with dyslexia, attention
deficit disorder, \'difficult\' personality, asperger syndrome (autism spectrum),
the gifted underachiever or the slow learner.
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Stop, Think, Do School Pack
ACER Press
Price: ฿ 5,760
Includes two Stop Think Do Manuals (4-8 and 8-12) as well as two sets of Stop Think Do Posters

Code/ISBN

Title

Price

A300HG

Stop, Think, Do Social Skills Training Years 4-8

฿ 2,990

A800HG

Stop, Think, Do Social Skills Training for primary

฿ 2,990

Stop, Think, Do School Pack

฿ 5,760

200HG

Supplement for Middle Years of Schooling Ages 12-15

฿ 2,310

A442BK

Stop and Think Learning

฿ 1,170

Social Savvy

฿ 695

A900HG

0864315600

Anger Management for Middle School Students:
ACER Press
Price: ฿ 1,340
This behaviour management program is designed to teach students how to sense,
understand and appropriately express various levels of anger. It focuses on
emotional literacy as a way of raising students’ awareness of their feelings, and
looks at helping students develop confidence and a positive attitude about
themselves.
The program consists of 11 one-hour lessons. Each anger management lesson
outlines the aims and method; resources required and suggested timings for each
activity. The ideas and activities contained in each lesson are skills-based,
interactive and fun.
Anger Management offers teachers flexibility in conducting an emotional literacy class and includes a
wealth of useful information and photocopiable resource materials. Topics include:



The six basic emotions
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Different kinds of anger
The three stages of an emotional hijack
How to develop empathy

Assertiveness for Middle School Students:
ACER Press
Price: ฿ 1,340
Assertiveness for Middle School Students is a behaviour management program
designed to teach students when and how to choose an assertive behaviour
option. This practical program focuses on emotional literacy as a way of raising
students’ awareness of their feelings, and looks at helping students develop
confidence and a positive attitude about themselves.
The program consists of 11 one-hour lessons. Each assertiveness lesson outlines
its aims and method; the resources required and suggested timings for each
activity.
The ideas and activities contained in each lesson are skills-based, interactive and fun. This program
offers teachers flexibility in conducting an emotional literacy class and includes a wealth of useful
information and photocopiable resource materials.
Topics include:
 Considering your personal rights
 Body language
 How to ask for what you want
 How to express your feelings effectively

Social Savvy:

ACER Press
Price: ฿ 695
Improving social skills can reduce susceptibility to bullying; efficient social skills
relate to an acceptance amongst peers. Social Savvy is about helping children
make friends and fit in socially, improving a parent’s relationship with their child
and dealing effectively with children's misbehaviour. This book is great for
parents who want a clear method for helping their child develop social skills in
clear steps. This text can be used in conjunction with the Stop Think Do
program.
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Cool Calm Kids:
ACER Press
Price: ฿ 1,670
This excellent book aims to help young children handle conflict and bossy
classmates; it provides guidance, resources and activities for teachers and
parents. This book will help Children from the age of 4-7 years explore better
ways to deal with conflict in a fun and energetic environment through role play
participation. This text will help social skills, body awareness and appropriate
language early in a child’s life.

From Surviving to Thriving:
From Surviving to Thriving
ACER Press
Price: ฿ 1,240
This book is popular with counsellors; providing professional guidance to those
who work with adolescents. The aim of this text is to provide guidance to those
adolescents at risk of anti social behaviour; covering eating disorders, bullying,
depression and much more. Important factors to consider when developing
preventative programs are considered and a solution orientated approach is
taken. Success is demonstrated in a plethora of cases.

Bullying A Whole school Approach:
ACER Press
Price: ฿ 2,795
This bestselling practical resource is perfect for classroom teachers, guidance
officers, school counsellors and curriculum coordinators. Authors Amelia
Suckling and Carla Temple have found that bullying in the school environment
needs a whole school approach. Their program unites teachers, children and
parents in a common language and has proven to be an inspiring, practical and a
fun way for children to better understand their own behaviour as well as the
behaviour of others.
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This text combines research, tools and classroom experience to provide a
framework for creating a healthier and happier school community.
Part One: Explores ways in which teachers can collaborate to formulate policy
and practice to build and maintain a safe learning environment for the whole
school community. It also includes practical intervention and prevention
strategies, and guidelines for developing and implementing an anti-bullying
policy.
Part Two: Is specifically geared for students, containing 15 lesson plans, with a
wide range of photocopiable masters to support the material presented.

Digging Deep:
Teachers Manual
ACER Press
Price: ฿ 1,940
Digging Deep is a practical program to help young people; particularly boys aged
8 to 16, who struggle with their feelings and words. It is designed to assist
teachers and other professionals in helping students talk about their emotions.
The comprehensive Teacher's Manual provides curriculum and program ideas
and includes 21 discussion starter cards and a range of 'feeling' words for
photocopying and classroom use. There is a list of further reading on the
subject of young people learning to deal with their emotions.

Digging Deep:
Activities Workbook
ACER Press
Price: ฿ 4,920

The Activities Book contains 50 reinforcement and motivational cards, and 50
activity cards which can be photocopied. Flexible and practical, ‘Digging Deep’ is
suitable for any curriculum area, and provides ideal support for pastoral care and
welfare programs. Purchase with the manual to have a complete programme to
use with students who need support to develop their emotional intelligence.
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The Critical Friend: Facilitating Change and Wellbeing in School Communities
ACER Press
Price: ฿ 995
Drawing on the findings of three intensive, school-based research initiatives;
The Critical Friend: Facilitating change and wellbeing in school communities
clearly defines the role of a critical friend and demonstrates a range of
frameworks and applications for practice. Positive change in students’ social and
emotional wellbeing and connectedness to school is promoted through
teachers’ professional learning and a focus on supportive school environments.
The critical friend is pivotal in identifying the needs, facilitating the process of
change, and ensuring a seamless integration with the core business, values and
objectives of the school.
Teaching Ethics in Schools: New Approaches to Moral Education
Acer Press
Price: ฿ 995

This book takes a pragmatic approach to the issue of ethics education in schools. It addresses the big
picture questions such as what ethical values should be taught, how and by whom. It also drills down to
the nuts and bolts such as parental versus school responsibilities, religion and the secular society, social
diversity and inclusion, and the fundamental aims of school education.
Teaching Ethics in Schools argues for a problem-solving approach to moral inquiry and collaborative
learning, and provides an easy-reading introduction to both the theory and practice of this new
approach to moral education for the busy classroom teacher. Due August 2012

Bullying In Schools: Six Methods of Intervention

ACER Press
Price: ฿ 1,170
Dealing effectively with the problem of bullying in schools is now
recognised as a major challenge for educators of young people. Successful
interventions to stop, or even reduce, bullying in schools are difficult to
achieve; however, the case for improving the effectiveness of school
interventions in cases of bullying is overwhelming.
More attention needs to be paid to what can be done in addressing actual
cases of bullying, as well as seeking to create a school environment in which the task may be more
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manageable. Schools need to be aware of the range of approaches that may be adopted and applied in
dealing with individual cases. Bullying Interventions in Schools examines in detail the six major
intervention methods:







the traditional disciplinary approach
strengthening the victim
mediation
restorative practice
the support group method
the method of shared concern.

Bullying Interventions in Schools aims to promote an understanding of what methods exist to address
actual cases of bullying and when and how they can best be applied. Each method is described in detail,
together with its rationale. In addition, the strengths and limitations of their use are critically examined,
drawing upon research-based evidence regarding their efficacy and applicability for different kinds and
degrees of bullying encountered in schools.
Due August 2012

Bullying in Schools and what to do about it -Revised and Updated
ACER Press
Price: ฿ 1340
Bullying is now widely recognised as a serious problem that affects many
children in schools. It can take many forms, including direct verbal and physical
harassment and indirect forms such as deliberate exclusion and the targeting of
individuals using cyber technology. Continual and severe bullying can cause both
short term and long term damage, making it difficult for victims to form
intimate relationships with others and for habitual bullies to avoid following a
delinquent lifestyle and becoming perpetrators of domestic violence.
Even though this type of abuse affects many of our school children, Ken Rigby
believes there are grounds for optimism. This passionate and motivating book
shows that there are ways of reducing the likelihood of bullying occurring in a
school and effective ways of tackling cases when they do occur.
Using up-to-date studies, Bullying in Schools helps us to understand the nature of bullying and why it so
often takes place in schools. Importantly, it examines and evaluates what schools can do to promote
more positive peer relationships within the school community and take effective and sustainable action
to deal with problems that may arise. Teachers, parents, school leaders, policy makers, and health
professionals will find it invaluable and empowering.
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Bullying of Staff in Schools
ACER Press
Price: ฿ 1340
Bullying of Staff in Schools aims to assist school employees to understand the phenomenon of staff
bullying, its existence, the forms it takes, and its impact on staff and their schools.
This book does not aim to convert school employees into psychologists or counsellors but rather to
ensure they are better informed about staff bullying. Data from research studies involving over 2500
participants identifies bullies and targets, examines the phenomenon across 10 demographic
classifications, details the human and economic costs, and provides helpful advice and
recommendations to school employees and school leaders.
The intention of this book is to reposition the debate on staff bullying in schools from the periphery to
the centre of a growing national and international concern about workplace bullying; to eliminate it
from schools; and to provide a resource to which employees may turn daily in their efforts to meet and
negate the negative impact of staff bullying. *** Due to be published May 2012***

Code/ISBN

Title

Price

A500DD

Teachers Manual

฿ 1,940

A100DD

Activities Workbook

฿ 4,920

Set (includes Teachers manual and Activities workbook)

฿ 6,700

A990DD
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Towards Parenthood: Preparing for the Challenges of a New Baby
ACER Press
Price: ฿ 1,170
This guidebook aims to assist parents in managing the complex
demands of parenting. An additional aim is to strengthen the couple
relationship and the relationship between parents and infants. Skills in
coping,
problem-solving,
enhancing
self-esteem,
assertive
communication, bonding with your baby and understanding your baby's
cues are presented.
The program has been extensively piloted with families; parents who
were involved in the program said they both enjoyed and gained from
it.
Why Didn’t Anyone Tell Me?:
ACER Press
Price: ฿ 1,495
Every step of the journey to become a parent, while exciting, can also
be daunting with countless choices and varying advice. In this book
parents from around the world speak honestly about their experiences
of assisted conception, pregnancy, birth, sex, relationships and raising
children.
Woven between the stories are insights and tips, as well as evidencebased information and recommended further reading about the topics
referred to in the stories.
Your Child from Birth to Eight

ACER Press
Price: ฿ 995
This book provides an overview of early childhood development from birth to age eight. From birth to
eight offers ideas about suitable activities and toys for children as they grow. Tips and advice on issues
to do with behaviour, emotions, temperament, toilet training, new siblings, sexual development and
starting school are all provided.
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Developmental Phonological Disorders-A guide for Parents and Teachers:
ACER Press
Price: ฿ 1,070
This clear and accessible guide outlines the major milestones of phonetic and
phonological acquisition. It describes how and when speech sounds are
acquired, how and why children make errors, and how errors can be understood
as part of the child’s overall development of speech and language. It also
outlines how the treatment program works and addresses parents’ frequently
asked questions.

A Parent’s Guide to Learning Difficulties- How to help your Child:
ACER Press
Price: ฿ 1,095

A Parent's Guide to Learning Difficulties provides parents with a clear
explanation of the numerous causes of children's problems in learning. The
practical advice on methods for helping children in key areas such as reading,
writing, spelling and mathematics can be implemented in home tutoring
situations as well as in school. The emphasis throughout the book is on teaching
methods that have been shown by research to be effective.

What Happens Now? The essential Book for First Time Fathers:
ACER Press
Price: ฿ 670

Your first time? A bit nervous, not sure what to expect? Welcome to the mysterious world of parenting.
Expecting your first baby is wonderful, perplexing and at times downright terrifying. Behind the brave
face, a lot of first-time Dads feel a bit lost. If this is you, relax, sit back and dip into this book.
Nick Carr is a doctor; father and parenting expert who will help you navigate your way through these
unfamiliar waters. With plenty of practical advice, warmth and good humour, Nick will show you how
you can be the kind of father that we would all have wanted for ourselves. Oh and there’s also some
essential stuff about sex. Due June 2012

What Your Child Needs from You? Creating a connected family:
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Justin Coulson
Price: ฿ 670

This book is about creating the best possible relationship with your child. Parents need to connect with
their children and to understand them effectively; it is so easy to forget how it feels to be a child.
Reading this book will take you through how to work with your children so you can teach them rather
than ‘discipline’ them, i.e. guiding the children and working with them in a positive way.
In four parts each of these four elements is described and supported by case studies: emotional
availability, understanding, discipline, and love. This is an engaging read full of practical, hands on advice
and guidance that is easy to absorb and put into practice.
Due June 2012

Creative Arts in the Lives of Young People:
Acer Press
Price: ฿ 1,170

This book explores the central role that the creative arts can and should play in the lives of all young
children. Consistent underlying themes include the potential for the arts to open children’s minds to a
broad and inclusive world view; enable ongoing development of children’s already powerful
imaginations; and develop children’s attitudes, skills and habits of mind, to help them flourish in a
complex world.
Founded upon current theory and research, it provides a range of practical, creative activities for use in
early childhood settings, that traverse diverse areas such as music and movement, puppetry, literature,
storytelling, painting, sculpture, and dramatic play.
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Cued Articulation: Consonants and Vowels

ACER Press
Price: ฿ 1,170
Originally devised to help severely speech and language impaired
children to see a sound and hear a letter by the use of easy and logical
hand cues, the Cued Articulation system has, over the last three
decades, proved an invaluable teaching tool. Its potential and
practicality is widespread and utilised by speech pathologists; speech
and language therapists; remedial and reading recovery teachers who
find the approach helpful in showing phoneme–grapheme relationships;
and primary teachers who use it in the classroom to teach children the
sounds of speech.
Teachers who teach the pronunciation of English as a second language
to those learning English also find it extremely useful, as do teachers of
the hearing impaired who want their students to see the sounds they
cannot hear.
Cued Articulation Vowels Poster:
ACER Press
Price: ฿ 1,340

In English there are only 5 vowel letters to describe the 21 vowel sounds
on this chart, so the symbols between slashes are from the International
Phonetic Alphabet (IPA). The chart attempts to illustrate the hand
shapes and movements for each vowel sound.
Cued Articulation Consonants Posters:
ACER Press
Price: ฿ 1,340
This chart is to help make Cued Articulation easily accessible in the clinic
or classroom. All the consonant sounds can be displayed at the same
time. Although the International Phonetic Alphabet (IPA) is generally
used to indicate the cued sounds, many teachers find it easier to use the
digraphs and letters with which they are familiar. The IPA symbols
appear in slashes as well as the regular letters.
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Cued Articulation Consonants and Vowels Cards:
ACER Press
Price: ฿ 1,340
Set of 45 Cued Articulation cards - Vowels and Consonants

Cued Articulation: Consonants and Vowels DVD

ACER Press
Price: ฿ 2,340
Originally devised to help severely speech and language impaired children to see a sound and hear a
letter by the use of easy and logical hand cues, the Cued Articulation system has, over the last three
decades, proved an invaluable teaching tool. This DVD brings the suite of Cued Articulation materials
into the 21st century and allows the user to gain first-hand experience of each of the hand cues. The
clips are suitable for use with interactive whiteboards as well as personal computers, and are Mac and
PC-compatible.
Also available to compliment the DVD and Cued Articulation book are full colour posters of the visual
signals for both consonants and vowels, and a set of full colour cards demonstrating each of the cues.

Code/ISBN

Title

Price

A502CUE

Cued Articulation : Consonants and Vowels (2010)

฿ 1,170

A403CUE

Cued Articulation: Vowels Poster

฿ 1,340

A402CUE

Cued Articulation : Consonants Poster

฿ 1,340

A300CUE

Cued Articulation : Consonants and Vowels (2010) Cards

฿ 1,340

A702CUE

Cued Articulation: Consonants and Vowels (2010) DVD

฿ 2,340

A990CUE

Cued Articulation (2010) Set

฿ 6,700
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Developmental Phonological Disorders: A guide for Parents and Teachers
ACER Press
Price: ฿ 1,070
This clear and accessible guide outlines the major milestones of phonetic and
phonological acquisition. It describes how and when speech sounds are
acquired, how and why children make errors, and how errors can be understood
as part of the child’s overall development of speech and language. It also
outlines how the treatment program works and addresses parents’ frequently
asked questions.

Reading and Learning Difficulties: Approaches to Teaching and Assessment
ACER Press
Price: ฿ 1,070
This comprehensive guide to teaching reading more effectively presents a
variety of research-supported approaches to teaching. These approaches have
been designed to make learning to read easier and more successful for all
children.
By examining the way reader’s process texts and identifying the knowledge and
skills needed to become a proficient reader, author Peter Westwood explains
why learning problems can sometimes occur and what can be done to prevent
or overcome these difficulties.
Teaching and Learning Difficulties: Approaches to Teaching and Assessment
ACER Press
Price: ฿ 1,240
Using a cross-curricular perspective, this text explores a number of teacherdirected and student-centred instructional approaches for classroom use.
Strengths and weaknesses in each approach are highlighted, and specific
aspects of any approach that may cause or exacerbate learning difficulties are
identified and discussed.. Attention is also given to classroom interactions that
influence learning.
In addition, suggestions are made for establishing support systems within
schools as one strategy for reducing learning failure and enhancing students'
progress. The text draws on research, policies and practices in Britain, Australia,
New Zealand and the United States to present a 'big picture' perspective on
teaching and learning difficulties.
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Numeracy and Learning Difficulties: Approaches to Teaching and Assessment
ACER Press
Price: ฿ 1,170
This comprehensive guide examines the different ways students acquire mathematical skills, and helps
teachers develop flexible teaching methods to suit these varied ways of learning.
Numeracy and Learning Difficulties also discusses common areas of learning difficulty in mathematics
and ‘why students fail’. It looks at ways teachers can determine gaps in students’ knowledge, how to
develop curricula to address these gaps, and problem solving strategies and skills as a means of
improving numerical literacy. Drawing on research from the fields of developmental and cognitive
psychology, Peter Westwood presents a case for high-quality ‘first teaching’ to prevent students failing
in the initial acquisition of numeracy skills.

Spelling: Approaches to Teaching and Assessment
ACER Press
Price: ฿ 895

Peter Westwood has completely revised and updated all chapters of his
practical teaching resource on spelling. Filled with up-to-date information,
references and research-based teaching methods, the second edition provides
an overview of effective ways to help students develop and improve their
spelling skills and strategies. Assessment is also an essential part of the effective
teaching of spelling.

Code/ISBN

Title

Price

A945BK

Reading and Learning Difficulties

฿ 1,070

0864314930

Teaching and Learning Difficulties

฿ 1,240

A850BK

Numeracy and Learning Difficulties

฿ 1,170

A4024BK

A Parent’s Guide to Learning Difficulties

฿ 1,095

0864314124
A947BK

Spelling: Approaches to Teaching and Assessment
Peter Westwood Set

฿ 895
฿ 4,860
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Spectra Manual:
Structured Program for Early Childhood Therapists Working with Autism
ACER Press
Price: ฿ 5,290

SPECTRA is a comprehensive intervention reference guide for psychologists,
special needs teachers, therapists and early childhood educators working with
children with autism spectrum disorder. It provides a developmental framework
as well as step-by-step instructions on how to implement a behaviour program
to teach autistic children a comprehensive range of skills, starting with skills that
are typically lacking in these children. SPECTRA is applicable to children with an
intellectual age of 18 months to 6 years old.
SPECTRA is a simple, easy-to-use guide to teaching children using behavioural techniques and consists of
the following:


principles and guidelines for designing and implementing an intervention program



a progress map and simple checklists that allow you to identify the child’s developmental level,
skills mastered and areas that need attention and learning.
Specific exercises and activities covering a wide range of learning areas are included. For
example, basic skills like attention, daily living skills, reading and writing, compliance and
appropriate play and many more.



Photocopy masters for designing a program and tracking progress are also included.
Spectra DVD:
Price: ฿ 3,520
This highly practical DVD resource presents actual demonstrations of teaching skills with different forms
of behavioural reinforcement.

Code/ISBN

Title

Price

A500SPEC

Spectra Manual

฿ 5,290

A700SPEC

Spectra DVD

฿ 3,520

A990SPEC

Spectra Set (Manual + DVD)

฿ 8,810
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Emotional Literacy: The Heart of Classroom Management
ACER Press
Price: ฿ 1,340

A pioneering book for primary school teachers, counsellors and therapists who
wish to develop emotional literacy skills in classroom situations.
Offering a classroom management model that creates opportunities for healing
emotions, rather than emotions being denied, repressed, discounted or
excluded from the process; students emotions are acknowledged and strategies
are given.

Auditory Communication for Deaf Children:
ACER Press
Price: ฿ 1,990
Auditory Communication for Deaf Children presents a rationale and framework
for auditory learning in childhood and describes a wide range of practical
listening activities that adults can apply during everyday interaction with the
child. The book contains basic activities for listening practice, and provides
methods for adaptive auditory assessment, conversation-based therapy,
telephone-communication training and self-help communication strategies for
hearing-impaired children. The use of a hearing-loss simulator to develop
speech and language clarity in communication partners is also discussed.
The outcome of this text is to show adults how to become better
communicators in order to help hearing-impaired children maximize their
listening skills, and develop their spoken language and conversational
competence. The therapeutic methods are founded upon evidence-based
research, as well as practical experience obtained in pre-schools, classrooms,
clinics and parent-advisory centres. References to supporting literature are
provided throughout the text.
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Making Sense of Asperger’s: A story for Children
ACER Press
Price: ฿ 840
Making Sense of Asperger’s: A story for children is a book written from a
perspective in which children can understand. The inspiration stems from a
mother’s request for help in trying to explain Asperger’s positively to her child.
Elaborating on a previously developed analogy of Asperger’s syndrome with a
computer’s operating system, this workbook, with simple text and entertaining
illustrations, sets out to offer an explanation of Asperger’s as one possibility
within the range of differences between all people. In a world where most
people come equipped with a Standard Operating System, it seeks to explain in
a validating and fun way exactly what an Asperger’s Operating System is, how it
works, the compatibility issues which can arise and, most importantly, how to
live with one, crashes and all.

Success and Dyslexia: Sessions for Coping in the Upper Primary Years
ACER Press
Price: ฿ 1,670
Success and Dyslexia is a unique, evidence-based program that assists all upper
primary students, but especially those with dyslexia, to increase their ability to
take control of and cope well with the problems that occur in their lives.
Because dyslexia is often highly resistant to improvement despite dedicated
literacy and numeracy teaching interventions, this groundbreaking resource
focuses instead on adaptive coping skills as a powerful determinant of life
success. This book is based on cognitive behavioural principles and recent
coping and learning disabilities research; Includes a CD illustrating role plays and
much more.
One in Eleven: Practical Strategies for Teaching Adolescents with a Language
Learning Disability
ACER Press
Price: ฿ 1,990
One in Eleven: Teaching Adolescents with a Language Learning Disability is a
whole-school approach that identifies LLD students and offers suggestions for
teaching and learning strategies to address this difficulty in various school
contexts, especially in subject areas.
The emphasis on modifying the curriculum and employing explicit teaching
strategies for these students is supported by many case-study examples and
practical recommendations are made through the use of photocopy masters.
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Working Together: Linking Skills and Curriculum for Adolescents with a
Language Learning Disability (LLD)
ACER Press
Price: ฿ 1,990
Working Together expands on One in Eleven; this edition shows how the
mainstream curriculum in all States can be differentiated for the benefit of the
entire ability range. Cognitive and strategy instruction has been embedded into
six units designed for mixed ability classrooms, covering the major disciplines of
English, Maths, Science and History. The key areas that impact on LLD student’s
accessing the curriculum are difficulties with memory, limitations in oral
language and vocabulary, and poor reading and writing skills, as well as anxiety,
self awareness and empathy are described for the subject teacher. Detailed
suggestions are provided for teachers and support staff aligned to a sequenced
curriculum.

Working Together and One in Eleven
Author(s): Mandy Brent and Chris Millgate-Smith
ACER Press
Price: ฿ 1,990
Working Together: Linking skills and curriculum for adolescents with a language
learning disability is a working collaboration between Chris Millgate-Smith,
secondary teacher, and Mandy Brent, speech pathologist. This new book
significantly expands on the work of One in Eleven: Practical strategies for
teaching adolescents with a Language Learning Disability published in 2001.
The needs of LLD students can be perceived by busy classroom teachers as just too hard to cater for.
This book shows how the mainstream curriculum in all States can be differentiated for the benefit of the
entire ability range. Cognitive and strategy instruction has been embedded into six units designed for
mixed ability classrooms, covering the major disciplines of English, Maths, Science and History.
One in Eleven: Teaching Adolescents with a Language Learning Disability is a whole-school approach that
identifies LLD students and offers suggestions for teaching and learning strategies to address this
difficulty in various school contexts, especially in subject areas. The emphasis on modifying the
curriculum and employing explicit teaching strategies for these students is supported by many casestudy examples and practical recommendations are made through the use of photocopy masters.
Mandy Brent Set (Working Together and One in Eleven): ฿ 3,520
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Pictured Feelings Instrument Cards:
ACER Press
Price: ฿ 995
This resource has been designed to identify and communicate feelings through
nonverbal vocabulary. The PFI consists of a set of 26 cards with line drawings of
facial and body expressions, which provide a validated nonverbal vocabulary of
feelings. The cards illustrate 26 specific feelings, such as happy, sad, loving,
angry and confused.
Each picture was created to be specific as to the feelings expressed but
ambiguous as to age, gender or ethnicity, so as to apply to a broad population.
This instrument provides a flexible and standardised way to enable people to
access, identify and communicate.
This
product
requires
psychology,counselling

qualifications

e.g.

professionals

in

Pictured Feelings Instrument Manual:
ACER Press
Price: ฿ 3,680
This resource has been designed to identify and communicate feelings through
nonverbal vocabulary. The comprehensive manual includes seven
photocopiable interview/answer forms designed to address specific issues (e.g.
body image, events, relationships).The PFI is meant for use in
clinical/counselling practice, assessment, emotion recognition testing,
education/training and research.
This product requires qualifications e.g. professionals in psychology,
counselling.

Code/ISBN

Title

Price

0864316437

Picture Feelings Instrument Cards (set of 26)

0864316356

Picture Feelings Instrument Manual

฿ 3,680

0864316518

Picture Feelings Instrument Kit

฿ 4,450

฿ 995
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Ready, Set, Remember
ACER Press
Price: ฿ 1,510
Ready Set Remember is a rich resource of information and activities for teachers
with students who may have auditory processing difficulties. This book helps
teachers identify children with auditory difficulties in the age-range 5–8 before
referring them to an appropriate health professional.
Ready Set Remember then provides strategies and activities to encourage
children’s confidence and improve the ability to efficiently and effectively
remember auditory information by practising listening and sequencing tasks.
Factors affecting a child’s memory are an example of one of the topics
introduced in this text.
ADHD: Recognition, Reality and Resolution
ACER Press
Price: ฿ 1,410
ADHD: Recognition, Reality and Resolution provides a clear overview and muchneeded information about Attention-deficit Hyperactivity Disorder (ADHD) and
describes how this complex condition interacts with other problems and
disorders.
This book is intended for families, doctors, teachers, psychologists and other
professionals who support children with ADHD and argues cogently for early
intervention and a collaborative approach in education and health.
Kewley makes it clear why a multi-modal, or bio psycho social, approach is the
only effective way to manage ADHD. Such an approach is appropriate to a multicausal disorder, with variable symptoms.
Creative Therapy: Adolescents Overcoming Child Sexual Abuse
ACER Press
Price: ฿ 1,240
As each person reacts differently, Creative Therapy has a wide variety of
activities and coping strategies that can be tailored to the individual. It offers
over 100 activities, using a multi-modal approach designed to make therapy
both effective and, as far as possible, fun.
The activities cover many areas of need for survivors of sexual abuse, from
learning to recognise and regulate emotion to self-identity and coping strategies
on which the young person can build a bright future. A practical therapy book, it
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is certain to appeal to all therapists working in the area of abuse. Even the most
experienced professional is likely to be inspired by the range of lively ideas
dealing with a very difficult subject.
Creative Therapy: Activities with Children and Adolescents
ACER Press
Price: ฿ 1,770
Creative Therapy: Activities with Children and Adolescents is a practical therapy
book that contains over 100 activities and variations that can be used when
working with children, adolescents and families.
Creative Therapy aims to encourage creativity in therapy and assist in talking
with children to facilitate change. The activities range from simple ideas to more
complicated and innovative concepts and can be tailored to an individual child's
needs. All the activities have been developed through the authors' own clinical
work. Each activity has been categorised according to the child's needs or the
purpose of the activity.
Creative Therapy: Working with Parents
ACER Press
Price: ฿ 970
Creative Therapy 2: Working with Parents aims to increase the creativity of
therapists who are working with children and need to involve the parents. It
aims to enable therapists to help parents be more creative in their own
approach to helping their children overcome emotional and behavioural
difficulties.
This very practical book outlines ways of gaining rapport, working with parents
and creating useful resource materials. It includes example activities,
worksheets and handouts that cover a wide range of children's problems and
suggests ways parents can help. All the activities have been developed from the
authors' own clinical work.
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